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1 Introduction  

This report describes the details and outcome of our project in the course Semantic Web at Vrije 

Universiteit in Amsterdam, the autumn of 2013.  

The Web encompasses a vast amount of data which is continuing to grow. With the growth and 

increased popularity of the World Wide Web, focus has been on making data human-readable 

through webpages, applications and software. As the amount of data increases, so does also the 

ability to extract meaningful information from it.  

Semantic Web has been proposed as a set of new technologies that can enable a transition to a 

new type of Web where the meaning of information can be described in an unambiguous 

fashion. This can enable machines to “understand” the semantics of data.  

Currently a lot of the data on the Web is owned by companies or organizations and localized in 

centralized repositories, making it difficult or impossible to access and connecting this data in 

new ways. Open data initiatives are becoming more common, especially as a part of a more 

transparent governance strategy from governments. The Internet is by design decentralized, but 

the development of services and technologies on the Web has moved in another direction. 

Semantic Web provides a set of ideas, norms and technologies that if applied throughout the 

Web would significantly change the way we think about and interact with the web of data.  

By taking this course we have become more aware of the challenges and the possibilities that the 

Web is currently facing, and how new technology and grassroot initiatives can play a major role 

in the continuing development of the (still young) Web. In this context our project is quite small, 

but it serves as an example of how available governmental data can be linked together to 

provide new insights. It has also sparked an interest in the Norwegian National Archives to 

convert their existing digital datasets into RDF and make this available for developers.  

1.1 Goal and scope of the project  

We chose to work with the Dutch census data with an initial thought of comparing it with 

Norwegian censuses from the same period. We set out with an idea of comparing the 

development of the two nations over a long time period, using several censuses for each country. 

Letting the user denote different historical happenings (plague, financial boom/crisis, wars etc.) 

fetched from DBpedia, we wanted to make an interactive application which let the user explore 

common European history and see country-specific changes.   
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Due to our time constraints we quickly understood that this would not be possible to do within 

this project. We therefore decided to narrow our scope to look at differences and similarities 

between occupations in the two countries. We wanted to build an application that allows the 

user to choose specific occupations and visualize the results so that it is easy to see differences 

between countries. A working version of the application is available here: 

http://chefdev.nl/semanticweb/  

1.2 Structure of the report 

This report documents how we have worked with this project and the outcome of it. In section 2 

we describe which data sources we have used, how we have manipulated it for this project and 

various challenges we had while working with it. Section 3 describes our ontology. In section 4 

we describe the final application and how it works. In section 5 we have more information about 

the SPARQL queries we used. Section 6 gives a short description of additional futures we could 

have implemented without the time constraint of this project. Section 7 and section 8 include 

references and appendixes.  

2 Data resources  

As the handling and manipulation of different data has been the most time consuming part of the 

project we will here describe the different data sources we operated with and how we have used 

it in our project.  

2.1 Norwegian data 

Norway has censuses dating back to the 15th century and up to 2001, but only some of these are 

digitalized and even fewer are made accessible for searching online. Censuses from 1801, 1865, 

1875, 1885, 1900 and 1910 are all digitally available in different ways. The Norwegian National 

Archive has invested 65 man-years in the digitization of the 1910-census alone (NA, 2013). This 

census has a working API which returns JSON and XML. We started working with this API, but 

due to limitations on the query results we found that it would not work for our purpose. Happily, 

we found the data available from the North Atlantic Population Project (NAPP, 2013). 

We have been in contact with the Norwegian National Archives which was very keen to 

transform their digital versions into RDF and host this as a service. We deal with this possibility 

in more detail in section 6.  

2.1.1 Data overview 

http://chefdev.nl/semanticweb/
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The Norwegian censuses were all nominative, so all the inhabitants were listed with names. This 

micro data enables a lot of interesting use cases. Amongst other the 1900 and 1910 census data 

includes full name, date and place of birth, sex, occupation, nationality, ethnicity, religious 

beliefs, extensive household information (geographic, number of rooms and floors, people living 

there, house rent etc.), disabilities (blindness, deaf, psychiatric disorder), mother tongue and 

migration status.  As the Dutch censuses only have aggregated data we decided not to focus on 

the micro-data possibilities for this project.   

2.1.2 Data manipulation 

Due to our limited time frame we decided to only make a small selection of the Norwegian 

dataset to build our RDF data for this project. From the NAPP site we could download data 

extracts. We filtered the data on counties and occupation codes (HISCO). We got this data in CSV 

format. As the census is nominative, we build a Python script that aggregated the count of each 

occupation in each county (see Appendix 8.1). To create a RDF file with the Norwegian data we 

used the TabLinker script provided from the CEDAR project (Hoekstra, Rietveld, & Meroño-

Peñuela, 2013). This script uses cell styling to determine how the RDF should be constructed. 

With input from Albert Meroño Peñuela we were able to apply the right markup before 

converting the data to turtle format.  We chose to use TabLinker to keep consistency between 

the Dutch and the Norwegian census. This strategy obviously led to quite a loss of details from 

the original micro-dataset, but if we had more time we could have tried to convert the entire 

Norwegian micro-dataset.   

In 1910 Norway treated one of the main cities in Norway as a county of its own, so we had to use 

a construct query to include this in the county which it belongs today (see appendix 8.7.4).  

2.2 Dutch data 

The Netherlands has publically available census information for years between 1795 and 1971. 

In three different efforts between 1997 and 2005, the Dutch census information has been 

digitalized and published online by Dutch institutes (DANS, 2007). In total, 200 records 

containing 42.000 pages of tables and explanations have been published (DANS, 2006). Only 

aggregated data is available, Dutch nominative data is not available online – if at all.  

We originally received Dutch census datasets the from 1889 and 1899, but as the Norwegian 

census data were not from these years we decided to use the Dutch census from 1909 which was 

the closest match to the Norwegian 1910 census. With help from VUs PhD student Albert 

Meroño Peñuela we obtained RDF files for the 1909 Dutch census which we have used in this 
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project. The RDF files were created by converting Dutch census data from its original form – 

Excel sheets – to RDF using the CEDAR’s TabLinker script (Hoekstra et al., 2013).  

2.2.1 Data overview 

We received several different datasets for 1909, containing different type of census information. 

It total there are 10 data sets available for 1909 of which we decided to use just one. We chose a 

data set in which the population was grouped by province, as that is what we were interested in 

for our application. The full description of the used data is as following:  

“Classification of the actual population of nine groups of municipalities, the provinces and the 

empire for both sexes by occupation taking account of the company where it was practiced in last 

and stating the position held.” (DANS, 2011) 

The triples in the RDF data set are a representation of a specific cell in the converted Excel sheet. 

Each triple represents a certain occupation and occupation class (identified by a letter A to D). 

Each occupation will have multiple triples, one for each province, municipality group and the 

entire empire. Also, each triple will be either for the male or female working population. 

2.2.2 Data manipulation 

We were only interested in the totals of the population, not in the division between the male and 

female population. Summing these in our SPARQL-query proved adequate and therefore no 

additional manipulation was needed. 

2.3 Occupational data 

As the scope of the project has been to do comparisons between the two countries based on 

occupations, the occupational data was very important to us. We ran into quite a few challenges 

with this data as the different censuses used different codes/titles for the occupations. Here we 

will explain how we have tried to solve these challenges, and the impact these solutions have 

had on the datasets we ended up using.  

2.3.1 HISCO data 

The History of Work Information System (HISCO) is a classification system for occupations 

which is both international and historical. It builds on the 1968 version of the International 

Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) and have more than 1600 different occupations 

divided into 10 main categories and various sub-categories (HISCO, 2013).  
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As HISCO is intended for historical work and especially enabling research between countries, we 

thought that this would work as the best link between the censuses. To our knowledge the 

HISCO codes are only available on the website of the project, and not as RDF or as a 

downloadable database. The CEDAR project has earlier build a script to collect the main 

occupational groups, but this was not suitable for our use (Meroño-Peñuela, 2012). We therefore 

had to build our own web scraper to collect all the HISCO codes (see Appendix 8.2). As the Dutch 

census did not even use the HISCO codes in their dataset, we build the script to include Dutch 

titles if available to be able to make a mapping. 

With this script we were able to collect 1666 occupations, including their HISCO code, English 

title and description in English. Of these we only found 476 unique occupations with a Dutch 

title. The HISCO database includes 1552 Dutch titles in total, so this difference seems to be due to 

multiple titles for one occupation.   

2.3.2 NAPP data 

The North Atlantic Population Project is a machine readable database which includes censuses 

from Canada, Great Britain, Norway, Sweden, the US and Iceland (NAPP, 2013). It enables 

comparative analysis across countries and has developed their own coding schemes to fit with 

the various censuses it compromises.  

They use a different coding scheme for occupations which is adapted from the HISCO coding 

scheme. Where HISCO has around 1600 occupations, NAPP only use around 700. These changes 

are explained in an article by Roberts et al. (2003). We contacted the NAPP team and were able 

to get the concordance between the HISCO and the NAPP occupational codes. Based on this, we 

build a script that created a CSV file 

with the correct mappings between 

the HISCO codes we had harvested 

from the HISCO project site and the 

NAPP codes in use in the Norwegian 

census (see Appendix 8.3).  

2.3.3 Data manipulation 

As neither the HISCO nor the NAPP 

codes are made available for data 

querying, we decided to build our 

own RDF with the mapping between 

Mapped subset of 
occupations  

Dutch 
census 
titles 

NAPP 
codes 

HISCO 
codes 

Figure 2-1: Mapping process of occupational titles  
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these two coding schemes. Due to the time constraints of the project we also decided to make 

use of a subset of the mapped coding scheme, based on which occupations that are registered in 

the Dutch census (Figure 2-1). 

As the Dutch census did not use HISCO codes, but written occupational titles in Dutch, we had to 

compare these occupations to the subset of 476 occupational titles from the HISCO data. 

Unfortunately, the HISCO titles and the Dutch census occupational titles were not in the same 

format, but used singular and plural form – or had other formatting differences. We build a 

script that compared the Dutch titles from the HISCO site and the Dutch census and merged 

them where there was a high probability of similarity (See Appendix 8.4). Afterwards we 

checked the mapping and corrected it manually when needed, but this was only necessary for a 

handful of occupations.  

With this conversion and mapping job done, we ended up with a subset of 146 occupations with 

sufficient information to do a mapping that was consistent throughout the Dutch census, 

HISCO/NAPP mapping and the Norwegian census (See excerpt in Appendix 8.5). Using the free 

Anything To Triples service, as we were working with large amount of data, we converted the 

output CSV file of the mapping into a turtle file (Any23, 2013).  

There are of course limitations to this strategy. We cannot guarantee that there are no mapping 

errors as the Dutch census sometime use the same title for 

occupations within different occupational groups. Another 

problem with this mapping is that quite a few of the most common 

occupations in Norway did not get included in our new occupation 

RDF that the application uses.  

3 Ontologies  

3.1 Duch ontology 

The Dutch ontology has been created by converting Excel sheets 

containing the Dutch data to RDF. Below is an example of a triple 

containing the Dutch census data. For readability reasons some 

properties have been shortened or altered, which is shown by a 

gray ellipsis ([...]). 

<http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Y418
9> a d2s:Data ; 
    d2s:cell "Y4189" ; 
    d2s:isObservation [ a qb:Observation ; 
            qb:dataSet :Klasse_I ; 
            ns1:BENAMING_van_de_[...]_beroepsklassen[...] 
<[...]/Klasse_I/Machinisten> ; 

Figure 3-1: OWLViz display of 

the Dutch ontology 
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            ns1:Positie_in_het__beroep__1_ <[...]/Klasse_I/C> ; 
            d2s:dimension <[...]/Klasse_I/23_0>, 
                     <[...]/Klasse_I/Gelderland_>, 
                     <[...]/Klasse_I/M_>, 
                     <[...]/PROVINCI%C3%8BN> ; 
            d2s:populationSize 3e+00 ] .  

 
The row, which is of class d2s:Data, has several properties. For instance, it contains the original 

cell referring to the spread sheet (d2s:cell). Besides, there are several so-called ‘observations’, 

which contain the actual data. 

These awkwardly named properties contain the original data set, a representation of the 

occupation (in Dutch), the occupation class, several dimensions and the population size. The 

dimension can contain several different types of data. In this case, it contains a row indicator 

(23), province (Gelderland), gender (Male) and group indicator (Province). 

Several other classes are present in the ontology, all referring to the original CSV file. These are 

for instance d2s:ColHeader which is a representation of the header of a column in the CSV sheet, 

and d2s:RowHeader which links a cell to the header. These classes are not used in the 

application. 

The following ontologies are used or linked to the Dutch ontology: 
d2s:  http://www.data2semantics.org/core/ 

ns1:  http://www.data2semantics.org/core/Klasse_I/ 

ns2:  http://www.data2semantics.org/core/Klasse_Ia/ 

owl:  http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl# 

qb:   http://purl.org/linked-data/cube# 

rdf:  http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 

rdfs:  http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 

scope:  http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_02A1VLG_T4_marked/ 

skos:  http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 

xml:  http://www.w3.org/XML/1998/namespace 
xsd:  http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 

3.2 Norwegian ontology 

The Norwegian ontology is a representation of a CSV file containing the Norwegian data. An 

actual triple from the Norwegian ontology, containing data about a certain occupation in a 

Norwegian county, might look like this: 

<http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked/D26> a d2s:Data ; 
    d2s:cell "D26" ; 
    d2s:isObservation [ a qb:Observation ; 
            qb:dataSet <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked> ; 
            ns1:HISCO <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked/14900_0> ; 
            d2s:dimension <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked/3_0> ; 
            d2s:populationSize "1.3e+01" ] . 
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The tripple contains information about the original cell. 

Serveral ‘observations’ about the cell are available: the original 

dataset or source; the HISCO code for the occupation; the 

dimension, which is the county; and the population size of that 

combination. 

Besides the d2s:data classes, several other types of data are 

available in the ontology, all referring to the original CSV data 

file. These classes are roughly the same as the Dutch ontology 

explained in the section above.  

The Norwegian ontology implements or extends the following 

ontologies: 

d2s:  http://www.data2semantics.org/core/ 
ns1:  http://www.data2semantics.org/core/1910_marked/ 
qb:  http://purl.org/linked-data/cube# 
rdf:  http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 
rdfs:  http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 
skos:  http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core# 
xsd:  http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 

3.3 Occupational ontology  

Our occupational ontology is created from a CSV file; therefore the ontology for the combined 

HISCO and NAPP data is flat and straightforward. The data is structured in rows, which are 

identified by a class name: <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/Row>.  

Each row has multiple data properties, in which the data is stored. Please refer to section 8.5 for 

an example of how the triples look.  

Property Description Data type 

Dcensus 
  

Occupation title in the Dutch ontology, altered and 
normalized from the Dutch HISCO occupation name 

String 

Description HISCO description of the occupation String 

Dutch Original Dutch HISCO occupation title String 

Hcode HISCO code Integer 

Htitle English HISCO occupation title String 

Ncode NAPP code Integer 

Ntitle English NAPP occupation title String 

 

Figure 3-2: OWLViz display of the 

Norwegian ontology 
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The Any23 converter adds additional data to the turtle file (Any23, 2013), which is not used in 

the application. For the column heads, a description class is added: 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Description> 

columnPosition Data property of the Description class, indicating the 
horizontal position in the CSV file. 

Integer 

numberOfColumns Indicator of the total number of columns in the original 
CSV file 

Integer 

numberOfRows Indicator of the total number of rows in the original 
CSV file 

Integer 

rowPosition Data property for the Row class, which indicated the 
vertical position in the original CSV file 

integer 

4 Application 
The main goal of the application is to enable users to compare how many people in the 

Netherlands and Norway that had the same occupation. The user can display and compare data 

between the two countries, but also within regions and counties.  A running version of the 

application should be available at: http://chefdev.nl/semanticweb/. Please contact us if this is 

not the case.  

4.1 Human readable 

The user is given several options to display census data in a preferred way. Both the display and 

the type of data which is displayed can be altered by the user. The user interface consists of 

three panels: an options panel, a map presenting the Dutch data, and a map presenting the 

Norwegian data. 

A occupation can be selected in two ways by the user: either by selecting a occupation from a 

select element or by typing the name of the occupation. The input field will show suggestions to 

the user, based on the input (Figure 4-1: Example of 

occupation suggestions ). 

The application can either show absolute numbers 

(amount of workers in a region) or relative numbers to 

the population (amount of workers of the selected 

occupation divided by total amount of workers in the 

region). The relative numbers are displayed as a 

percentage.  

The user can choose between two types of displays: a 

tabular view or a map view. In the map view, the data is 

presented on a map which shows the outline of the 

whole country with an area for each region in a country. 

The map view displays a colour for each region showing 

the population number relative to the other provinces or 
Figure 4-1: Example of occupation 

suggestions in application 

http://chefdev.nl/semanticweb/
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counties. When there is no data for a province or the working population for a selected 

occupation is zero, the province or county will be grey. When the user hovers over a region, the 

number of workers in that region is displayed in a popup. The tabular view displays the name of 

the region and the selected data (either relative or absolute numbers). The table is ordered by 

the number of workers in the regions.  

4.2 Computer readable  

According to the assignment information, we have to make the application machine readable in 

some way. All the data which is used in the application, both the external data sets and our 

manipulated data, is accessible on a public Fuseki instancei. With the help of the documentation 

from this report, external parties should be able to run queries on the data we have gathered. 

We have added RDFa to make the data in our application publically available and machine 

readable (W3C, 2013). A machine that is aware of the structure of our application and which can 

handle parsing and manipulating Javascript can read RDFa information in the tabular views of 

our output (see example in Appendix 8.6).  

4.3 Technical implementation  

All the data which is used in the application is stored in a private owned Fuseki instance, 

running on a VPS. The application will request the data from the Fuseki instance in real time, 

there is no additional caching in the application. The Fuseki instance is callable by using a 

specific IP address and port number. 

The application is written in HTML5 and Javascript. Sparql queries are generated by the custom 

Javascript code and then executed on the Fuseki instance by a technique called Ajax. This 

technique can perform an asynchronous HTTP call on a specified server and returns the results 

in a callback function. In the application, a POST request is made to the Fuseki instance on the 

VPS. Fuseki returns a JSON object, which can be handled by Javascript natively. The results are 

then processed and displayed in the application. For the map view, an interactive Javascript 

geographical library called amMap is used (AMmap, 2013). It has built-in support for regional 

views and heat maps.  

 

Figur 4-2: Application work flow 
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5 Sparql queries  
The data we have used in the application is divided in three parts: the Norwegian set, the Dutch 

set and the occupational set which links them together. The queries which are used to retrieve 

the data from the triple store are structured in the same way. The queries are generated in 

Javascript. Below is a description of the three main queries which are used to get the data.  

5.1 Occupational query 

The first query which is executed by the application is the query which retrieves the 

occupational data. It is used to propagate the select and occupational search field.  Five fields are 

retrieved: the HISCO and NAPP code, the Dutch occupation representation string, the occupation 

description and the NAPP occupation title. The last three fields are casted to strings. Dutch titles 

which are ‘not available’ are filtered out in the query. See appendix 8.7.1 for the query.  

5.2 The Netherlands 

In the occupational query, a representation of the Dutch occupation is retrieved. The query 

builder for the Dutch data expects this string for filtering on occupation. This query only 

retrieved two fields: a sum of the population and the location. The query is grouped by 

occupation and location, so the sum will group occupation classes and gender types.  

The Dutch census data contains data for the 10 provinces and the population size of 

municipalities. As we are only interested in the first part, a filter is applied to the data to receive 

only provinces. Also, it filters for occupation using the aforementioned string. Last, the data is 

sorted by a variable parameter and order. Also, for security reasons the query is limited to 100 

results. See appendix 8.7.2 for the query. 

5.3 Norway 

The Norwegian query is similar to the Dutch one. As the Norwegian data is structured better, no 

grouping is required. The population size and location are requested from the triple store. The 

query only has to filter for occupation, which is the NAPP code. A suffix (‘_0’) is added 

automatically to the filter. See appendix 8.7.3 for the query. 
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6 Further development and possibilities  
As mentioned, we chose a narrow scope for this project quite early in the process as we knew 

that we had a limited amount of time. Without this time constraint there are several things we 

would have liked to make a reality. Below is some additional functionality that we could have 

implemented given more time (ranged from hard to easy):   

 

Multiple censuses (timeline) 

In the last minute we were able to add another two of the Norwegian censuses to the 

application, allowing the user to browse through a timeline for different occupations. This was 

however not as easy with the Dutch censuses as the earlier versions had a completely different 

structure than the 1909 one.  

Micro data conversion 

We received xml-versions of one of the Norwegian counties for the 1910 census from the 

Norwegian National Archive (NA) on the 21st of October. As this came too late in the process, and 

only containing partial data for Norway we were not able to implement it in our application. 

Nevertheless, we tried to build an ontology based on the xml-files we received, and hope that 

this can contribute to efforts in Norway or in the CEDAR project, so that the entire Norwegian 

micro census will become available as RDF in the future (see Appendix 8.8).   

The NA has informed us that they want to set up specific namespaces for the RDF data and make 

it available through data.riksarkivet.no.  This is exciting and we hope our efforts can help this 

become a reality.   

  

•Convert the Norwegian micro-data census to RDF and implement a fully detailed version of 
the Norwegian census, to allow the user to do more detailed look-ups on the Norwegian 
data (see comment bellow) 

  

•Included more censuses: both Norway and the Netherlands have censuses digital available 
that could be converted and added to the application to add a timeline which would allow 
the user to see changes over time (see comment below) 

  
•Included more variables to compare over: both datasets includes information about sex, age, 

religion and disabilities that could have been utilized for more detailed comparisons 

•Add search functions so the user can look up the most common occupations in the two 
countries as a whole, or in each region/county 

•Adding images of the different occupations from the HISCO database. For people interested 
in history, this could be a nice add-on which also would be easy to implement 

http://data.riksarkivet.no/
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Script to create aggregated census data: 
# Script to convert Norwegian census data (individual) into aggregated .csv files 

# Last updated 03.10.2013 

 

import csv 

from collections import defaultdict 

 

#File to read with census data 

f = csv.reader(open('napp_00003.csv','rb')) 

f.next() #Jump the first header row 

 

# Needed vars (should be done more simple) 

occ1 = defaultdict(int) 

occ2 = defaultdict(int) 

occ3 = defaultdict(int) 

occ4 = defaultdict(int) 

occ5 = defaultdict(int) 

occ6 = defaultdict(int) 

occ7 = defaultdict(int) 

occ8 = defaultdict(int) 

occ9 = defaultdict(int) 

occ10 = defaultdict(int) 

occ11 = defaultdict(int) 

occ12 = defaultdict(int) 

occ13 = defaultdict(int) 

occ14 = defaultdict(int) 

occ15 = defaultdict(int) 

occ16 = defaultdict(int) 

occ17 = defaultdict(int) 

occ18 = defaultdict(int) 

occ19 = defaultdict(int) 

occ20 = defaultdict(int) 

 

oc1 = list() 

oc2 = list() 

oc3 = list() 

oc4 = list() 

oc5 = list() 

oc6 = list() 

oc7 = list() 

oc8 = list() 

oc9 = list() 

oc10 = list() 

oc11 = list() 

oc12 = list() 

oc13 = list() 

oc14 = list() 

oc15 = list() 

oc16 = list() 

oc17 = list() 

oc18 = list() 

oc19 = list() 

oc20 = list() 

 

entries = set() #Use to remove duplicate HISCO numbers 

 

print "Looping through csv file..." 

# Aggregating results for each occupation, in each county (should be done more 

simple) 

for row in f: 

    if row[0] == '1': 

        occ1[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '2': 

        occ2[row[1]] += 1 
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    if row[0] == '3': 

        occ3[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '4': 

        occ4[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '5': 

        occ5[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '6': 

        occ6[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '7': 

        occ7[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '8': 

        occ8[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '9': 

        occ9[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '10': 

        occ10[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '11': 

        occ11[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '12': 

        occ12[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '13': 

        occ13[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '14': 

        occ14[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '15': 

        occ15[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '16': 

        occ16[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '17': 

        occ17[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '18': 

        occ18[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '19': 

        occ19[row[1]] += 1 

    if row[0] == '20': 

        occ20[row[1]] += 1       

 

    # Create list of all occupations that were found and remove duplicates     

    key = (row[1]) 

    if key not in entries: 

       #writer2.writerow(key) 

       entries.add(key) 

 

print "Finished looping" 

 

 

#Create a sorted list to use as headers for the csv file 

l = list(entries) 

l.sort() 

     

#Creating new csv-file 

print "Creating new csv-file" 

 

#Creating lists for each county, compared to all the HISCO occ. registered in the 

census (should be done more simple) 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ1.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc1.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc1.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ2.iteritems(): 
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        if k == l[i]: 

            oc2.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc2.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ3.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc3.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc3.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ4.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc4.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc4.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ5.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc5.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc5.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ6.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc6.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc6.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ7.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc7.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc7.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ8.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc8.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc8.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 
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    check = False 

    for k,v in occ9.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc9.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc9.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ10.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc10.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc10.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ11.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc11.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc11.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ12.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc12.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc12.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ13.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc13.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc13.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ14.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc14.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc14.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ15.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc15.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc15.append(0) 
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for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ16.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc16.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc16.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ17.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc17.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc17.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ18.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc18.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc18.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ19.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc19.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc19.append(0) 

 

for i in range(len(l)): 

    check = False 

    for k,v in occ20.iteritems(): 

        if k == l[i]: 

            oc20.append(v) 

            check = True 

            break 

    if check != True: 

        oc20.append(0) 

 

with open('outfile.csv', 'wb') as f: 

    wtr = csv.writer(f, delimiter = ';', dialect='excel') 

    #Add County label and write header to file 

    l.insert(0, "County") 

    wtr.writerow(l) 

 

    # Add data from each county (should be done more simple) 

    oc1.insert(0, "1")         

    wtr.writerow(oc1) 

 

    oc2.insert(0, "2")         

    wtr.writerow(oc2) 

 

    oc3.insert(0, "3")         

    wtr.writerow(oc3) 

 

    oc4.insert(0, "4")         
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    wtr.writerow(oc4) 

 

    oc5.insert(0, "5")         

    wtr.writerow(oc5) 

 

    oc6.insert(0, "6")         

    wtr.writerow(oc6) 

 

    oc7.insert(0, "7")         

    wtr.writerow(oc7) 

 

    oc8.insert(0, "8")         

    wtr.writerow(oc8) 

 

    oc9.insert(0, "9")         

    wtr.writerow(oc9) 

 

    oc10.insert(0, "10")         

    wtr.writerow(oc10) 

 

    oc11.insert(0, "11")         

    wtr.writerow(oc11) 

 

    oc12.insert(0, "12")         

    wtr.writerow(oc12)  

 

    oc13.insert(0, "13")         

    wtr.writerow(oc13) 

 

    oc14.insert(0, "14")         

    wtr.writerow(oc14) 

 

    oc15.insert(0, "15")         

    wtr.writerow(oc15) 

 

    oc16.insert(0, "16")         

    wtr.writerow(oc16) 

 

    oc17.insert(0, "17")         

    wtr.writerow(oc17) 

 

    oc18.insert(0, "18")         

    wtr.writerow(oc18) 

 

    oc19.insert(0, "19")         

    wtr.writerow(oc19) 

 

    oc20.insert(0, "20")         

    wtr.writerow(oc20)  

 

f.close() 
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8.2 Web scraper script that collects HISCO-codes and alternative 
titles 

# Script to get HISCO codes, english and alternative occ. titles (eg Dutch) 

# Last updated 11.10.2013 

 

from bs4 import BeautifulSoup 

import urllib2 

import re 

import csv 

import timing 

 

# The alt. label to search for in the HISCO site. E.g Dutch, Swedish etc 

labelSearch = "Dutch" 

superlist = list() 

 

# File for writing the codes and occupation titles 

ofile  = open(labelSearch+'_labels_and_description.csv', "wb") 

writer = csv.writer(ofile, delimiter=';') 

writer.writerow(["HISCO", "Title", "Dutch", "Description"]) # Write column headers as the 

first line 

 

# Main site to open, added headers to avoid 403 error  

prefix = "http://hisco.antenna.nl/" 

hdr = {'Accept': 'text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8'} 

 

# Function for reading a url page and returning a BS element 

def reader(prefix, url, hdr): 

    site = prefix + url 

    req = urllib2.Request(site, headers=hdr) 

    try: 

        page = urllib2.urlopen(req) 

    except urllib2.HTTPError, e: 

        print e.fp.read() 

    content = page.read() 

    page.close() 

    soup = BeautifulSoup(content) 

    return soup 

 

# Initiate with the first levels 

site = "major.phtml?&username=&password=&owner=&lang=" 

print "Opening site: ", prefix 

soup = reader(prefix, site, hdr) 

 

# Loop through and find minor groups 

c = 0 #internal counter 

for links in soup.find_all('a', href=re.compile('list_minor.phtml\?text01=')): 

    soup = reader(prefix, links.get('href'), hdr) 

 

    #print content 

    code = soup.find_all("span", class_="rubri_code") 

    label = soup.find_all("span", class_="list_minor_intro2") 

    desc = soup.find_all("span", class_="list_minor_body2") 

 

    # Loop through each Minor Group 

    c2 = 0 

    for l in label: 

        # Loop through each Unit Group 

        for a in l.find_all("a"): 

            soup = reader(prefix, a.get('href'), hdr) 

            print "Parsing: ", a.get('href') 

 

            # Loop through each Micro Group 

            c3 = 0 

            for a in soup.find_all('a', href=re.compile('list_micro.phtml\?keywords=')): 

                soup = reader(prefix, a.get('href'), hdr) 

                occ_codes = soup.find_all('p', class_='rubri_code') 

                occ_titles = soup.find_all('span', class_='detaillink') 

                occ_desc = soup.find_all('p', class_='list_rubri_title2') 

                number_occ = len(occ_codes) 

 

                # Look for alternative label for the occupation (using defined labelSearch) 

                c4 = 0 

                altLabel = list() 

                for a in soup.find_all('a', href=re.compile('list_hiswi.phtml\?text02=')): 
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                    soup = reader(prefix, a.get('href'), hdr) 

 

                    # Only using the first instance of the Dutch title 

                    try: 

                        label = soup.find(text=labelSearch) 

                        tr = label.findParent('tr') 

                        dutchlabel = tr.find_all('span', class_='detaillink') 

                        if len(dutchlabel) > 1: 

                            for i in dutchlabel: 

                                if len(i.get_text()) > 0: 

                                    dutchlabel = i.get_text() 

                    except: 

                        # No Dutch label for this occupation! 

                        dutchlabel = 'NA' 

                    altLabel.append(dutchlabel) 

                     

                    # Increment counter 

                    c4 += 1 

                # Increment counter 

                c3 += 1 

 

                # Add code and titles for each of the micro groups to the superlist 

                for i in range (0,number_occ): 

                    try: 

                        superlist.append([occ_codes[i].get_text(), occ_titles[i].get_text(), 

altLabel[i], occ_desc[i].get_text()]) 

                    except: 

                        pass 

            # Increment counter 

            c2 += 1 

    # Increment counter 

    c += 1 

 

# Write to file: 

error_c = 0 

for i in range (0,len(superlist)): 

    try: 

        writer.writerow(superlist[i]) 

    except: 

        print "Something went wrong when trying to write ", superlist[i] 

        error_c += 1 

        pass 

 

print "Wrote ",len(superlist) - error_c," rows to file." 

 

ofile.close() 

timing.endlog() 
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8.3 Merger script between HISCO and NAPP codes 
# Simple merger script for two .csv files. 

# Last updated 14.10.2013 

 

import csv 

 

#File1 

file2 = "napp_hisco_codes.csv" 

#File2 

file1 = "Dutch_labels_and_description.csv" 

 

#Outfile 

outfile = "merged_napp_hisco.csv" 

 

f1 = csv.DictReader(open(file1, 'rb'), delimiter=';') 

f2 = csv.DictReader(open(file2, 'rb'), delimiter=';') 

 

# File for writing the codes and occupation titles 

ofile  = open(outfile, "wb") 

writer = csv.writer(ofile, delimiter=';') 

writer.writerow(["Hcode", "Ncode", "Htitle", "Ntitle", "Dutch", "Description"]) # Write column 

headers as the first line 

 

# Function that merges rows based on matching between columns 

def merger(dictreader1, dictreader2): 

        dictreader2 = list(dictreader2) 

        matchedlist = list() 

        odds = list() 

 

        j = 0 

        for dictline2 in dictreader2: 

            if dictline2['HCODE'] == '' or dictline2['HCODE'] == '-1': 

                odds.append(dictline2) 

                del dictline2 

        j += 1 

         

        for dictline1 in dictreader1: 

            for dictline2 in dictreader2: 

 

                hisco = dictline1['HISCO']  

                 

                if hisco[0:1] == '0': 

                    hisco = hisco[1:] 

                 

                if dictline2['HCODE'] == hisco: 

                    entry = dictline1.copy() 

                    entry.update(dictline2) 

                    matchedlist.append(entry) 

         

        return matchedlist,odds 

 

merged,odds = merger(f1,f2) 

 

# Write to file: 

error_c = 0 

for i in range (0,len(merged)): 

    try: 

        writer.writerow([ merged[i]['HISCO'], merged[i]['NCODE'],  merged[i]['Title'], 

merged[i]['NLABEL'], merged[i]['Dutch'], merged[i]['Description'] ]) 

    except: 

        print "Something went wrong when trying to write ", merged[i] 

        error_c += 1 

        pass 

 

print "Wrote ",len(merged) - error_c," rows to file." 

 

for i in range (0,len(odds)): 

    try: 

        writer.writerow([ "", odds[i]['NCODE'],  "", odds[i]['NLABEL'], "", "" ]) 

    except: 

        print "Something went wrong when trying to write ", odds[i] 

        error_c += 1 

        pass 

 

ofile.close() 
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8.4 Script comparing Dutch titles from HISCO and Dutch census 
data 

# Script to match similar Dutch occ. titles from the HISCO site and the Dutch Census data 

# Last updated 15.10.2013 

 

import difflib 

import re 

import csv 

 

outfile = "final_hisco.csv" 

 

#Open dutch occ. titles from cenus 

with open("Dutch_professions_BRT_1909_03_KL_marked.txt", "r") as f: 

    names_list = [l for l in (line.strip().lower() for line in f) if l] 

 

#Remove unwanted charachters with single space 

dutch_titles = list() 

p = re.compile('[_ ]|[  ]|[   ]') 

for i in names_list: 

    dutch_titles.append(p.sub(' ',i)) 

 

#Open dutch titles, hisco code etc. based on data from HISCO/NAPP site 

hisco_dutch = csv.DictReader(open('merged_napp_hisco.csv', 'rb'), delimiter=';') 

hisco_dutch_titles = list() 

for occ in hisco_dutch: 

    #Ditching occ without dutch title 

    if occ['Dutch'] != 'NA' and occ['Dutch'] != '': 

        hisco_dutch_titles.append(occ) 

 

new_list = list() 

simc = 0 

multiple_pss = 0 

cutoff = 0.8 #between 0-1, where 1 is the higest similarity 

 

# Loop through and look for similar titles 

for i in range(0,len(hisco_dutch_titles)): 

    sim = difflib.get_close_matches(hisco_dutch_titles[i]['Dutch'].lower(), 

dutch_titles,cutoff=cutoff) 

    if sim: 

        new_list.append(hisco_dutch_titles[i]) 

        new_list[simc]['Dcensus'] = sim[0] 

        simc += 1 

    if len(sim) == 3: 

        multiple_pss += 1 

    if len(sim) == 2: 

        multiple_pss += 1 

 

print new_list[0] 

print len(new_list) 

 

print "Found ", simc , " instances of similar words with cutoff rate of ", cutoff,"." 

print "Found ", multiple_pss , " instances/occ with multiple possibilites, assumed the first 

one." 

 

# Write to file: 

print "Preparing to write to file: ", outfile 

# File for writing the codes and occupation titles 

ofile  = open(outfile, "wb") 

writer = csv.writer(ofile, delimiter=';') 

writer.writerow(["Hcode", "Ncode", "Htitle", "Ntitle", "Dutch", "Dcensus", "Description"]) # 

Write column headers as the first line 

 

error_c = 0 

succ = 0 

r = re.compile('[ ]') 

for i in range (0,len(new_list)): 

    try: 

        new_list[i]['Dcensus'] = r.sub("_",new_list[i]['Dcensus']) 

        writer.writerow([ new_list[i]['Hcode'], new_list[i]['Ncode'],  new_list[i]['Htitle'], 

new_list[i]['Ntitle'], new_list[i]['Dutch'].title(), new_list[i]['Dcensus'].title(), 

new_list[i]['Description'] ]) 

        succ +=1 

    except: 

        print "Something went wrong when trying to write ", new_list[i]['Hcode'] 
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        error_c += 1 

        pass 

 

print "Wrote ",succ," rows to file." 

 

ofile.close() 

 

8.5 Excerpt of our mapping of occupational titles in Turtle: 
<http://any23.org/tmp/Hcode> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Hcode" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"0"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Ncode> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Ncode" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"1"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Htitle> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Htitle" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"2"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Ntitle> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Ntitle" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"3"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Dutch> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Dutch" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"4"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Dcensus> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Dcensus" ; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"5"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/Description> <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#label> "Description" 

; 

    <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/columnPosition> 

"6"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/row/0> a <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/Row> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Hcode> "01400"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Ncode> "1400"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Htitle> "Physical Science Technician, Specialisation 

Unknown"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Ntitle> "Physical science assistants and 

technicians"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Dutch> "Amanuensis"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Dcensus> "Amanuensis"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Description> "May perform any (but not all) of the occupational 

activities described in unit group 0-14."^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/> <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/row> <http://any23.org/tmp/row/0> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/row/0> <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/rowPosition> "0" . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/row/1> a <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/Row> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Hcode> "02000"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Ncode> "2000"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Htitle> "Engineers, Specialisation 

Unknown"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Ntitle> "Professional engineers, specialisation 

unknown"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Dutch> "Ingenieur"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Dcensus> "Ingenieurs"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> ; 

    <http://any23.org/tmp/Description> "May perform any (but not all) of the occupational 

activities listed in unit groups 0-22 to 0-29."^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/> <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/row> <http://any23.org/tmp/row/1> . 

 

<http://any23.org/tmp/row/1> <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/rowPosition> "1" . 
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8.6 RDFa example 
<table about="http://dbpedia.org/resource/Netherlands"> 

    <tbody> 

        <tr> 

            <th>populationSize</th><th>location</th> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Limburg_"> 

            <td content="0.41383">0.41383 %</td><td>Limburg</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Gelderland_"> 

            <td content="0.00334">0.00334 %</td><td>Gelderland</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Drenthe_"> 

            <td content="0.01033">0.01033 %</td><td>Drenthe</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Friesland_"> 

            <td content="0.00445">0.00445 %</td><td>Friesland</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Noord-

_brabant_"> 

            <td content="0.00160">0.00160 %</td><td>Noord-Brabant</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Groningen_"> 

            <td content="0.00149">0.00149 %</td><td>Groningen</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Noordholland_"> 

            <td content="0.00033">0.00033 %</td><td>Noord-Holland</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Zuidholland_"> 

            <td content="0.00019">0.00019 %</td><td>Zuid-Holland</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Zeeland_"> 

            <td content="0.00110">0.00110 %</td><td>Zeeland</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Overijssel_"> 

            <td content="0.00046">0.00046 %</td><td>Overijssel</td> 

        </tr> 

        <tr 

property="http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/Utrecht_"> 

            <td content="0.00057">0.00057 %</td><td>Utrecht</td> 

        </tr> 

    </tbody> 

</table> 
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8.7 Sparql queries that is used in the application 

Variables which are replaced by the query builder are displayed in bold and red. 

8.7.1 Occupational query 

PREFIX napp: <http://any23.org/tmp/> 
PREFIX row: <http://vocab.sindice.net/csv/> 
SELECT ?hcode ?ncode (str(?hdutch) as ?dutch) (str(?desc) as ?description) (str(?ntitle) as 
?profession) 
WHERE { 
 ?row a row:Row . 
 ?row napp:Hcode ?hcode . 
 ?row napp:Ncode ?ncode . 
 ?row napp:Ntitle ?ntitle . 
 ?row napp:Dcensus ?hdutch . 
 ?row napp:Description ?desc . 
 FILTER (?hdutch != \"NA\") . 
} 
ORDER BY ?ntitle 

8.7.2 Dutch query 

PREFIX d2s: <http://www.data2semantics.org/core/> 
PREFIX ns1: <http://www.data2semantics.org/core/Klasse_I/> 
PREFIX kl: <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/BRT_1909_03_KL_marked/Klasse_I/> 
SELECT (SUM(?pop) AS ?populationSize) ?location 
WHERE { 
 ?x d2s:isObservation  [ d2s:populationSize ?pop ] , 
    [ 
ns1:BENAMING_van_de_onderdeelen_der_onderscheidene_beroepsklassen__met_de_daartoe_behoorende_bedrijven_
en_beroepen_ ?profession] , 
    [ d2s:dimension ?location ] . 
 FILTER (?profession = kl:{options.occupation}) . 
 FILTER ( 
  ?location = kl:Noord-_brabant_ || ?location = kl:Drenthe_ ||  
             ?location = kl:Limburg_ || ?location = kl:Groningen_ || 
  ?location = kl:Zuidholland_ || ?location = kl:Overijssel_ ||  

?location = kl:Noordholland_ || ?location = kl:Utrecht_ || 
  ?location = kl:Gelderland_ || ?location = kl:Friesland_ ||  

?location = kl:Zeeland_ 
  ) . 
} 
GROUP BY ?profession ?location 
ORDER BY {options.orderSort}(?{options.orderBy}) 
LIMIT 100 

8.7.3 Norwegian query   

PREFIX qb:  <http://purl.org/linked-data/cube#> 
PREFIX ns1: <http://www.data2semantics.org/core/1910_marked/> 
PREFIX d2s: <http://www.data2semantics.org/core/> 
PREFIX kl:  <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked/> 
 
SELECT ?populationSize ?location 
WHERE { 
 ?x d2s:isObservation [ d2s:populationSize ?populationSize ] , 
       [ ns1:HISCO ?occupation] , 
       [ d2s:dimension ?location ] ; 
 FILTER (?occupation = kl:{options.occupation}_0) 
} 
ORDER BY {options.orderSort}(?{options.orderBy}) 
LIMIT 100 
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8.7.4 Construct query specific for the Norwegian query 

PREFIX qb:  <http://purl.org/linked-data/cube#> 

PREFIX d2s: <http://www.data2semantics.org/core/> 

PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> 

 

CONSTRUCT {?county1900 owl:sameAs ?county1910.} 

WHERE { 

    ?x d2s:isObservation [ qb:dataSet ?dataset1990] , 

                         [ d2s:dimension ?county1900 ] . 

    ?y d2s:isObservation [ qb:dataSet ?dataset1910] , 

                         [ d2s:dimension ?county1910 ] . 

    FILTER (?dataset1990 = <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1900_marked/1900_marked>) . 

    FILTER (?dataset1910 = <http://www.data2semantics.org/data/1910_marked/1910_marked>) . 

    FILTER (?county1900 = ?county1910) 

} 

8.8 Possible ontology for Norwegian micro-data census (1910) 

We have developed the following ontology that could be used as a starting point for converting 

the whole 1910 micro-census into RDF. In agreement with the Norwegian National Archives we 

have split up the data into two datasets, one containing building information and the other 

personal information.  

The XML dump that this ontology is based on is in section 8.8.3.  

8.8.1 Housing ontology 

@prefix : <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910/> . 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> . 

@prefix rel: <http://purl.org/vocab/relationship/> . 

@prefix bio: <http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/> . 

@prefix cv: <http://rdfs.org/resume-rdf/cv.rdfs#> . 

 

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/gf01036575000020> rdf:type rdfs:Class ; 

    :constituency "tf01036575000001" ; 

    :constituencyNumber "001" ; 

    :parish_city "Kristiansand" ; 

    :residenceNumber "0004" ; 

    :address "سtre Strandgate 3" ; 

    :number_present_people "9" ; 

    :number_living_people "10" ; 

    :antall_personsedler_personlister "2" ; 

    :houseType "vaaningshus" ; 

    :uninhabited "no" ; 

    :number_floors "2" ; 

    :number_appartements_habitation "le6:1-0-1 le6:1-0-1 sum:2-0-2" ; 

    :hasUnits   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000021>, 

                <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028>. 

     

 

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> rdf:type rdfs:Class ; 

    :appartementNumber "02" ; 

    :location "forhus" ; 

    :floor "2den" ; 

    :number_rooms_in_floors "6" ; 

    :number_people_in_floors "2-3" ; 

    :number_kitchen "1" ; 

    :number_bathrooms "j" ; 

    :number_present_people "5" ; 

    :number_living_people "5" ; 

    :number_servantrooms "1" ; 

    :rent "750" ; 
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    :peopleLivingHere   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                        <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> , 

                        <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> , 

                        <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> , 

                        <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> ; 

    rdfs:subClassOf <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/gf01036575000020> . 

8.8.2 Person ontology 

# Could maybe use http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person instead of (FOAF and) bio?  

# cv:hasCitizenship uses rangeOf: http://www.daml.org/2001/09/countries/countries.daml 

 

@prefix : <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910/> . 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> . 

@prefix rel: <http://purl.org/vocab/relationship/> . 

@prefix bio: <http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/> . 

@prefix cv: <http://rdfs.org/resume-rdf/cv.rdfs#> . 

 

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> rdf:type foaf:Person ; 

    foaf:title "Mr" ; 

    foaf:name "Kristoffer Kraft" ; 

    foaf:firstName "Kristoffer" ; 

    foaf:surname "Kraft" ; 

    foaf:gender "Male" ; 

    bio:event   [ a bio:Birth ; 

                    bio:date "1873-08-09" ; 

                    bio:place <http://dbpedia.org/page/Flekkefjord> ;  

                ] ; 

    cv:hasCitizenship "NO" ; 

    rel:spouseOf <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> ;  

    rel:parentOf <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031>  

    rel:livesWith   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> ; 

                     

    #Need to translate/find excisting namespaces for these 

    :HISCO "13030" ; 

    :occupation "adjunkt" ; 

    :role "counted" ;    

    :religion "state_church" ; 

    :familyPosition "hf" ; 

    :maritalStatus "married" ; 

 

    :livesIn <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> .  

     

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> rdf:type foaf:person ; 

    foaf:title "Mrs" ; 

    foaf:name "Lilia Kraft" ; 

    foaf:firstName "Lilia" ; 

    foaf:surname "Kraft" ; 

    foaf:gender "Female" ; 

    bio:event   [ a bio:birth ; 

                    bio:date "1877-02-11" ; 

                    bio:place <http://dbpedia.org/page/Kristiansand> ; 

                ] ; 

    cv:hasCitizenship "NO" ; 

    rel:spouseOf <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> ; 

    rel:parentOf <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> ; 

    rel:livesWith   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> ; 

    :HISCO "" ; 

    :occupation "hm." ; 

    :role "counted" ; 

    :religion "state_church" ; 

    :familyPosition "hm" ; 

    :maritalStatus "married" ; 

    :livesIn <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> .  

 

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> rdf:type foaf:person ; 
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    foaf:title "" ; 

    foaf:name "Thorvald Kraft" ; 

    foaf:firstName "Thorvald" ; 

    foaf:surname "Kraft" ; 

    foaf:gender "Male" ; 

    bio:event   [ a bio:birth ; 

                    bio:date "1902-07-16" ; 

                    bio:place <http://dbpedia.org/page/Kristiansand> ; 

                ] ; 

    cv:hasCitizenship "NO" ; 

    rel:childOf     <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> ; 

    rel:livesWith   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> ; 

    :HISCO "" ; 

    :occupation "" ; 

    :role "counted" ; 

    :religion "state_church" ; 

    :familyPosition "son" ; 

    :maritalStatus "un_married" ; 

    :livesIn <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> .  

         

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> rdf:type foaf:person ; 

    foaf:title "Ms" ; 

    foaf:name "Petra N泳" ; 

    foaf:firstName "Petra" ; 

    foaf:surname "N泳" ; 

    foaf:gender "Female" ; 

    bio:event   [ a bio:birth ; 

                    bio:date "1885-07-10" ; 

                    bio:place "Oddernes sogn" ; 

                ] ; 

    cv:hasCitizenship "NO" ; 

    rel:livesWith   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> ; 

    :HISCO "" ; 

    :occupation "" ; 

    :role "counted" ; 

    :religion "state_church" ; 

    :familyPosition "servant" ; 

    :maritalStatus "un_married" ; 

    :livesIn <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> .  

                 

<http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000033> rdf:type foaf:person ; 

    foaf:title "Ms" ; 

    foaf:name "Astrid Andreassen" ; 

    foaf:firstName "Astrid" ; 

    foaf:surname "Andreassen" ; 

    foaf:gender "Female" ; 

    bio:event   [ a bio:birth ; 

                    bio:date "1894-06-08" ; 

                    bio:place <http://dbpedia.org/page/Kristiansand> ; 

                ] ; 

    cv:hasCitizenship "NO" ; 

    rel:livesWith   <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000029> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000030> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000031> , 

                    <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910persons/pf01036575000032> ; 

    :HISCO "" ; 

    :occupation "" ; 

    :role "counted" ; 

    :religion "state_church" ; 

    :familyPosition "servant" ; 

    :maritalStatus "un_married" ; 

    :livesIn <http://data.riksarkivet.no/1910building/lf01036575000028> .    

 

8.8.3 Excerpt from XML dump of 1910 censuns 
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<tellingskrets id="tf01036575000001"> 

    <kretsnummer>001</kretsnummer> 

    <herred_by>Kristiansand</herred_by> 

    <bosted_by id="gf01036575000020"> 

        <bostedsnummer>0004</bostedsnummer> 

        <gatenavn_og_nummer_i_gata>3 etagdnartS ertس</gatenavn_og_nummer_i_gata> 

        <antall_tilstedevarende_personer>9</antall_tilstedevarende_personer> 

        <antall_hjemmehorende_personer>10</antall_hjemmehorende_personer> 

        <antall_personsedler_personlister>2</antall_personsedler_personlister> 

        <hustype>vaaningshus</hustype> 

        <ubebodd>n</ubebodd> 

        <antall_etasjer>2</antall_etasjer> 

        <antall_leiligheter_til_beboelse>le6:1-0-1 le6:1-0-1 sum:2-0-

2</antall_leiligheter_til_beboelse> 

            <leilighetsnummer>02</leilighetsnummer> 

            <bekvemmelighetens_beliggenhet>forhus</bekvemmelighetens_beliggenhet> 

            <etasje>2den</etasje> 

            <antall_varelser_i_etasjene>6</antall_varelser_i_etasjene> 

            <antall_personer_i_etasjene>2-3</antall_personer_i_etasjene> 

            <antall_kjokkener>1</antall_kjokkener> 

            <antall_badevarelser>j</antall_badevarelser> 

            <antall_tilstedevarende_personer>5</antall_tilstedevarende_personer> 

            <antall_hjemmehorende_personer>5</antall_hjemmehorende_personer> 

            <antall_tjenervarelser>1</antall_tjenervarelser> 

            <husleie>Kr. 750,00</husleie> 

            <person id="pf01036575000029"> 

                <personnummer>001</personnummer> 

                <husholdningsnummer>01</husholdningsnummer> 

                <ny_husholdning>1</ny_husholdning> 

                <rolle>folketelt</rolle> 

                <fornavn>Kristoffer</fornavn> 

                <slektsnavn>Kraft</slektsnavn> 

                <kjonn>m</kjonn> 

                <familiestilling>hf</familiestilling> 

                <sivilstand>g</sivilstand> 

                <yrke>adjunkt</yrke> 

                <fodselsaar>1873-08-09</fodselsaar> 

                <fodested>Flekkefjord</fodested> 

                <bostatus>b</bostatus> 

                <statsborgerskap>n</statsborgerskap> 

                <trossamfunn>s</trossamfunn> 

            </person> 

            <person id="pf01036575000030"> 

                <personnummer>002</personnummer> 

                <husholdningsnummer>01</husholdningsnummer> 

                <rolle>folketelt</rolle> 

                <fornavn>Lilia</fornavn> 

                <slektsnavn>Kraft</slektsnavn> 

                <kjonn>k</kjonn> 

                <familiestilling>hm</familiestilling> 

                <sivilstand>g</sivilstand> 

                <yrke>hm.</yrke> 

                <fodselsaar>1877-02-11</fodselsaar> 

                <fodested>Kristiansand</fodested> 

                <bostatus>b</bostatus> 

                <statsborgerskap>n</statsborgerskap> 

                <trossamfunn>s</trossamfunn> 

            </person> 

            <person id="pf01036575000031"> 

                <personnummer>003</personnummer> 

                <husholdningsnummer>01</husholdningsnummer> 

                <rolle>folketelt</rolle> 

                <fornavn>Thorvald</fornavn> 

                <slektsnavn>Kraft</slektsnavn> 

                <kjonn>m</kjonn> 

                <familiestilling>s</familiestilling> 

                <sivilstand>ug</sivilstand> 

                <fodselsaar>1902-07-16</fodselsaar> 

                <fodested>Kristiansand</fodested> 

                <bostatus>b</bostatus> 

                <statsborgerskap>n</statsborgerskap> 

                <trossamfunn>s</trossamfunn> 

            </person> 

            <person id="pf01036575000032"> 

                <personnummer>004</personnummer> 

                <husholdningsnummer>01</husholdningsnummer> 

                <rolle>folketelt</rolle> 
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                <fornavn>Petra</fornavn> 

                <slektsnavn>N泳</slektsnavn> 

                <kjonn>k</kjonn> 

                <familiestilling>tj</familiestilling> 

                <sivilstand>ug</sivilstand> 

                <fodselsaar>1885-07-10</fodselsaar> 

                <fodested>Oddernes sogn</fodested> 

                <bostatus>b</bostatus> 

                <statsborgerskap>n</statsborgerskap> 

                <trossamfunn>s</trossamfunn> 

            </person> 

            <person id="pf01036575000033"> 

                <personnummer>005</personnummer> 

                <husholdningsnummer>01</husholdningsnummer> 

                <rolle>folketelt</rolle> 

                <fornavn>Astrid</fornavn> 

                <patronymikon>Andreassen</patronymikon> 

                <kjonn>k</kjonn> 

                <familiestilling>tj</familiestilling> 

                <sivilstand>ug</sivilstand> 

                <fodselsaar>1894-06-08</fodselsaar> 

                <fodested>Kristiansand</fodested> 

                <bostatus>b</bostatus> 

                <statsborgerskap>n</statsborgerskap> 

                <trossamfunn>s</trossamfunn> 

            </person> 

        </leilighet> 

    </bosted_by> 

    ... 

</tellingskrets> 

 

 

                                                             
i Our Fuseki instance is available here: http://82.192.75.9:3030  

http://82.192.75.9:3030/

